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Abstract
Solid reconstruction from engineering drawings is one of the effi-
cient technologies to product solid models. The B-rep oriented ap-
proach provides a practical way for reconstructing a wide range of
objects. However, its major limitation is the computational com-
plexity involved in the search for all valid faces from the inter-
mediate wire-frame, especially for objects with complicated face
topologies. In previous work, we presented a hint-based algorithm
to recognize quadric surfaces from orthographic views and generate
a hybrid wire-frame as the intermediate model of our B-rep oriented
method. As a key stage in the process of solid reconstructing, we
propose an algorithm to convert the hybrid wire-frame to the final
B-rep model by extracting all the rest faces of planes based on graph
theory. The entities lying on the same planar surface are first col-
lected in a plane graph. After all the cycles are traced in a simplified
edge-adjacency matrix of the graph, the face loops of the plane are
formed by testing loop containment and assigning loop directions.
Finally, the B-rep model is constructed by sewing all the plane faces
based on the Mo¨bius rule. The method can efficiently construct 2-
manifold objects with a variety of face topologies, which is illus-
trated by results of implementation.
CR Categories: I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Ge-
ometry and Object Modeling—Boundary Representations; G.2.2
[Discrete Mathematics]: Graph Theory—Graph Algorithms; J.6
[Computer-Aided Engineering]: Computer-Aided Design
Keywords: Solid reconstruction, Model conversion, Graph theory,
2-manifold, Mo¨bius rule.
1 Introduction
Nowadays, solid modelers have become popular mechanical CAD
tools, and solid models are necessary for some computer-aided
product development techniques, such as finite-element analysis,
process planning, and numerically controlled machining. Even so,
engineering drawings still plays an essential role in engineering
practice as a standard language for describing mechanical designs.
The information embedded in 2D drawings cannot be directly used
in 3D CAD systems. Therefore, solid reconstruction from engineer-
ing drawings is one of the efficient technologies to product solid
models for the maintenance of considerable legacy designs and the
upgrade of existing products based on their designs.
A body of work related to the solid reconstruction exists in the lit-
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erature [Nagendra and Gujar 1988; Wang and Grinstein 1993]. In
terms of solid representations, existing reconstruction schemes can
be basically classified into two major categories: B-rep oriented ap-
proach and CSG oriented approach. The former has one important
advantage over the latter, which is reflected in the complexity of
the object domain that can be reconstructed. The B-rep oriented
approach can handle more complicated polyhedra and so far has
extended the object domain into quadric solid models without re-
strictions on the axes of curved surfaces [Liu et al. 2001; Gong
et al. 2006b]. The CSG oriented approach, however, is generally
applicable only to mechanical parts of uniform thickness or axis-
aligned volumes of revolution [Soni and Gurumoorthy 2003; Lee
and Han 2005], because it typically uses either pre-defined primi-
tives or identifies entities that can be extruded or rotated.
The B-rep oriented approach provides a practical way for auto-
matically reconstructing mechanical parts from their orthographic
views. It is based on the idea of constructing an intermediate wire-
frame [Wesley and Markowsky 1981]. Therefore, all algorithms
based on the approach need to solve a sub-problem, i.e. extraction
of valid surfaces from the intermediate wire-frame. Previous efforts
to solve this problem can be grouped into topological and geometric
approaches in nature. By employing concepts of graph theory, the
topological approach uses only the connectivity information of the
wire-frame to derive the face topologies. Existing topological ap-
proaches can be put into three subcategories: simplicial decompo-
sition [Agarwal and Waggenspack 1992], graph embedding [Inoue
et al. 2003], and cycle space [Bagali and Waggenspack 1995]. The
topological approach provides a uniform framework to handle all
surface types. However, it cannot completely reconstruct the B-rep
model without the geometry of the surfaces.
Almost all the B-rep oriented methods employ the geometric ap-
proach to extract faces from the intermediate wire-frame. The geo-
metric approach determines the topology of the solid model based
on the geometry of the wire-frame. It assumes that the types of two
adjacent edges and the relationship between them can define a sur-
face equation. Once the type of a surface is defined, a depth-first
search is used to trace all the edges on the surface. Since a face
loop is closed, the search is completed when it returns to the start
vertex, provided that the edges intersect each other only at the end-
points. Tracing planar loops is very straightforward by using the
vector product of two adjacent straight edges to define a plane nor-
mal, and therefore the approach is efficient for polyhedra bounded
by planes [Markowsky and Wesley 1980; Yan et al. 1994].
In geometrical approaches [Sakurai and Gossard 1983; Ah-Soon
and Tombre 1995; Kuo 1998], the type relationships between edges
and surfaces must be sorted to comply with certain restrictions on
both surfaces types and face topologies for the target curved ob-
ject. A curved surface equation derived from two adjacent edges
may be ill-defined since the edge types do not provide strict restric-
tion on the type of the surface. For example, a straight edge and
a circular edge could define a planar, cylindrical, conical or other
higher order curved surface. On the other hand, a quadric surface
could be defined by any two kinds of conic edges. Therefore, an
exhaustive search must be used for revealing all valid faces within
certain object domain, which is very expensive. Some recently pro-
posed work employed accelerating techniques to reduce the search-
ing time. Shin et al. [Shin and Shin 1998] introduced auxiliary
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edges of silhouette and tangency to define cylindrical and toroidal
surfaces. Kuo [Kuo 2001] employed the minimum internal angle
algorithm to find quadric faces, preventing the inner-edge subdivi-
sions and the unwanted outer loops. Liu et al. [Liu et al. 2002] used
the relationship between the boundaries of faces and their projec-
tions to generate face loops. Since existing B-rep oriented methods
only use low-level information of adjacency relationship between
projected entities, some ghost elements that generally involve re-
dundant and pathological edges may exist in the wire-frame. There-
fore, converting wire-frame models to B-rep models still struggles
in intricate cases of objects with complicated topology of faces,
where long processing time is involved in the search for all valid
faces bounding the object with the possibility of backtracking and
heuristics.
In our previous paper [Gong et al. 2006b], an algorithm was pro-
posed to directly recognize quadric surfaces from orthographic
views by hint-based pattern matching. With that, a hybrid wire-
frame has been constructed instead of a conventional wire-frame,
which consists of the geometry and topology of quadric faces be-
sides vertices and edges. In this paper, we present an algorithm
to convert the hybrid wire-frame to the final B-rep model by re-
trieving the geometry and topology of planar faces based on topo-
logical properties of the hybrid wire-frame. The method can effi-
ciently construct 2-manifold objects with a variety of face topolo-
gies, which satisfy the Mo¨bius rule.
2 Overview of Solid Reconstruction Ap-
proach
The natural quadrics (i.e. the sphere, cylinder, cone, and plane) are
by far the most commonly occurring surfaces used in modelling me-
chanical parts. For our B-rep oriented method, three orthographic
views are used as input, and objects to be reconstructed are bounded
by natural quadric faces. The whole procedure of solid reconstruc-
tion is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a hybrid wire-frame is employed
as the intermediate model. In the input phase, three orthographic
views of a mechanical part are input from a neutral CAD file, and
geometric entities maintained in the file are considered.
In the preprocessing phase (as described in [Liu et al. 2001]), the
geometric data are first checked and converted to a planar graph
with distinct edges connecting only at their end vertices. Then, the
edges and vertices are grouped into views according to the charac-
teristics of three orthographic views. Finally, each view is trans-
formed from view-based coordinate system to object-based coordi-
nates based on the convention of engineering drawings.
Three steps involved in the reconstruction phase are as follows.
1. Incomplete wire-frame generation
Based on the planar graphs of the views, 3D linear edges
along with its two terminal vertices are generated from the
match bounding boxes of its projections according to the co-
ordinate correspondences, as described in [Gong et al. 2006a].
Thus, an incomplete wire-frame is constructed in the absence
of curvilinear edges.
2. Quadric surface feature recognition
The Link-Relation Graph (LRG) is introduced as a multi-
graph representation of orthographic views, and quadric sur-
face features (QSFs) are defined by special basic patterns
of LRG as well as aggregation rules. By hint-based pattern
matching in the LRGs of three orthographic views in an order
of priority, the corresponding QSFs are recognized, and the
Figure 1: Pipeline of solid reconstruction employing a hybrid wire-
frame.
geometry and topology of quadric faces are recovered simul-
taneously. Consequently, a hybrid wire-frame is constructed
by assembling the quadric faces into the incomplete wire-
frame. The algorithm is described in [Gong et al. 2006b].
3. Planar surface extraction
All the planar faces in the hybrid wire-frame are extracted
based on the properties of 2-manifolds, and the B-rep solid
model is reconstructed. The procedure is described in the next
section.
3 Graph theory for plane extraction
3.1 Preliminaries
Most of the terminology reviewed here is the same as that used in
standard graph theory [Diestel 2005].
Let O⊆R2 be an open set. Being linked by an edge in O defines an
equivalence relation on O. The corresponding equivalence classes
are again open; they are the regions of O. A closed set X ⊆ R2 is
said to separate O if O\X has more than one region. The frontier
of a set X ⊆ R2 is the set Y of all points y ∈ R2 such that every
neighborhood of y meets both X and R2\X .
Property 1 Let X1,X2 ⊆ R2 be disjoint sets, each the union of
finitely many vertices and edges, and let P be an edge between a
vertex in X1 and one in X2 whose interior ˙P lies in a region O of
R
2\(X1
⋃
X2). Then O\ ˙P is a region of R2\(X1⋃P⋃X2) [Diestel
2005].
A plane graph G is a pair (V,E) of finite sets with the following
properties (the elements of V are called vertices; those of E are
edges):
1. V ⊆ R2;
2. every edge is an arc between two vertices;
3. different edges have different sets of endpoints;
4. the interior of an edge contains no vertex and no point of any
other edge.
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For every plane graph G, the set R2\G is open; its regions are the
faces of G.
An alternating sequence of edges is termed a path if all the vertices
are distinct, and a closed path is called a cycle. An edge which
joins two vertices of a cycle but is not itself an edge of the cycle is
a chord of that cycle. While, the bridges in a graph are precisely
those edges that do not lie on any cycle.
3.2 Topological Properties of Hybrid Wire-frame
A hybrid wire-frame H = (V,E,Q) is the curvilinear wire-frame of
a curved object along with the topology and geometry of all quadric
surfaces, where V is a set of vertices, E is a set of edges, and Q is a
set of quadric surfaces that are unambiguously identified as a con-
nected set of edges, characterized by the type of surface geometry
with geometric parameters.
According to the Mo¨bius rule, every face in the B-rep model is ori-
ented by an associated “outward normal” pointing toward the out-
side of the object at any point on the face. The outer loop of the face
is traversed in an anticlockwise direction as seen from the outside
of the face. In addition, nested loops belonging to the same face
are traversed in opposite directions by the nesting rule [Vosniakos
1998].
For the practicality of manufacturing, a 2-manifold object is a
solid where every point on its surface has a neighborhood topology
equivalent to an open disk in R2. The B-rep model of a 2-manifold
satisfies the following properties [Mantyla 1986].
Property 2 Every edge belongs to exactly two faces, and the ori-
entation of the edge is inverted by each face.
Property 3 Faces may not intersect each other except at common
edges or vertices.
Consequently, in the hybrid wire-frame representing the manifold,
all the vertices and edges on the same planar surface can be col-
lected as a plane graph [Shin and Shin 1998].
Property 4 Let G be a plane graph containing all the vertices and
edges on the same plane in the hybrid wire-frame that represents a
2-manifold object. Then every edge in G must be and only be on
one cycle of G.
Proof. Let e be an edge of G. Referring to Figure 2(a), around every
point x ∈ e˙ (e˙ is the interior of e) we can find an open disc Dx with
center x, which meets only e. Then Dx\G is the union of two open
half-discs, which do not meet G, i.e. (Dx\G)
⋂
G = /0. Thus, each
of the half-discs lies in a face of G. Let us denote these faces by f1
and f2; they are the only faces of G with x on their frontier, and they
may coincide. Consequently, e must be on the coincident frontier
of f1 and f2.
If e does not lie on a cycle, then e is a bridge and thus links two
disjoint subgraphs X1 and X2 as in Property 1, with X1⋃X2 = G\e˙.
Let f be the face of G− e, i.e. f = R2\(X1⋃X2) = R2\(G− e).
Clearly, f1⋃ e˙⋃ f2 is a subset of f . By Property 1, f\e˙ is a face of
G, i.e. f\e˙ = R2\(X1⋃e⋃X2). But f\e˙ contains f1 and f2 by the
definition of f , so f1 = f = f2 since f1, f2, and f are all faces of G.
Consequently, e does not separate the region of R2\(G−e). This is
in contradiction with Property 2. Therefore, every edge of G must
be on one cycle of G.
If e belongs to two cycles of G, denoted as C1 and C2 in Figure 2(b),
then e is a chord of the cycle C1
⋃
C2. f1 and f2 are two distinct
faces of G, which are bounded by C1 and C2, respectively. But
C1 and C2 are on the same planar surface due to the definition of
G, which means that two adjacent faces sharing a common edge
are coplanar. This contradicts Property 3. Similarly, the common
vertex shared by two cycles also induces the same contradiction.
Therefore, every edge of G must be on only one cycle of G. 
1f
2f
e
x
xD
1X
2X
(a) Edge e is a bridge.
1f 2
fe
1C
2C
(b) Edge e is a chord.
Figure 2: Edges in G.
Property 5 All the entities within G form several disjoint cycles.
Remark. According to Property 4, every edge in G must belongs to
distinct cycles of G. Therefore, G contains several cycles without
sharing edges and vertices, i.e. disjoint cycles. 
4 Plane Extracting Algorithm
The main task for converting the hybrid wire-frame to the B-rep
model is to retrieve the geometry and topology of planar surfaces.
This stage begins with the hybrid wire-frame model generated in
the previous stage. First, all the planar surfaces are found within
the hybrid wire-frame, with all the entities lying on the same sur-
face collected onto a plane graph. Then, all the cycles are traced
in the graph for each planar surface. Subsequently, the outer loop
and inner loops are sorted by the containment test and assigned re-
spective directions according to the nesting rule. Finally, the B-rep
model is constructed by checking the direction consistency of faces
based on the Mo¨bius rule. These steps are described in the follow-
ing subsections.
4.1 Generating Plane Graphs
The hybrid wire-frame has contained the topological information of
all the quadric surfaces on the boundary of the object, thus all the
edges in the hybrid wire-frame can be classified according to the
cycle-incidence number of an edge e, denoted as D(e). By Property
2, there are three types of edges: (1) D(e) = 0 means e incident to
no cycle; the edge is shared by two planar faces. (2) D(e) = 1 hints
that e belongs to a cycle of planar face due to associating itself with
a loop of certain quadric face. (3) D(e) = 2 implies the edge has
been incident with loops of two incident quadric faces.
It is very straightforward to define a plane normal by using the vec-
tor product of two adjacent straight edges [Kuo 2001]. In addition,
a plane equation is derived from a straight edge and a conic edge,
as well as one closed conic.
Adjacency matrices can be used to represent graph structures [Di-
estel 2005]. According to Property 5, every edge within the plane
graph is adjacent to two distinct edges at its two end-vertices, re-
spectively, distinguishing a closed edge as a cycle itself. Therefore,
a simplified adjacency matrix A = (ai j)n×2 of edges in G, where n
is the number of edges, is defined as below.
ai j =
{
k ek ∈ E;
−1 ei is closed conic.
Every row vector ai of A indexes adjacency edges of ei, with ai0 for
the edge at the start vertex of ei, and ai1 for the other one.
The un-sewed edges are those of D(e) 6= 2 in the hybrid wire-frame.
Figure 3 shows the procedure for finding all the planar surfaces ac-
cording to the un-sewed edges. Consequently, all the entities lying
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on the same planar surface are collected as the corresponding plane
graph.
GeneratePlaneGraphs(WH,FG)
/* WH: hybrid wire-frame; FG: set of plane graphs.*/
1. For (each edge ei in WH) do
2. If (D(ei) == 0) then
3. For (each edge e j adjacent to ei) do
4. If (D(e j) == 0) then
5. Define the plane equation f according to ei and e j .
6. Call ConstructOneGraph( f ,G).
7. Add ei and e j into G.
8. Else if (D(ei) == 1) then
9. If (ei is a closed conic) then
10. Define f according to ei.
11. Call ConstructOneGraph( f ,G).
12. Add ei into G.
13. Else if (ei is linear) then
14. For (each edge e j adjacent to ei) do
15. If (D(e j) == 1) then
16. Define f according to ei and e j.
17. Call ConstructOneGraph( f ,G).
18. Add ei and e j into G.
ConstructOneGraph( f ,G)
/* f : plane equation; G: plane graph. */
19. For (each plane graph Gi in FG) do
20. If (Gi lies on the plane defined by f ) then
21. G← Gi, and return.
22. Create a plane graph G based on f .
23. Add G into FG, and return.
Figure 3: Pseudo-code for generating plane graphs of a hybrid wire-
frame.
4.2 Tracing Cycles
For each planar surface sought in the previous step, all the edges
within its plane graph are indexed by the adjacency matrix, which
is illustrated with Figure 4.
7e
3e
2e
1e
0e
6e
4e
5e
(a) G
e0 3 1
e1 0 2
e2 3 1
e3 0 2
e4 6 5
e5 4 6
e6 4 5
e7 -1 -1
(b) A
Figure 4: Topological structure of plane graph G is described by the
simplified edge-adjacency matrix A.
In this step, based on the adjacency matrix, all the cycles are traced
to form the boundary of the surface. The exploration is a depth-first
search, which starts with an un-sewed edge, until it is back to the
starting edge. The algorithm employed to detect cycles in a plane
graph is shown in Figure 5.
Therefore, by tracing adjacent relations of edges recorded in the ad-
jacency matrix (Figure 4(b)), three cycles in the plane graph (Fig-
ure 4(a)) are detected:
c0 : e7 → e7;
TraceCycles(A,Fc)
/*A: simplified adjacency matrix; Fc: set of cycles.*/
1. For (each vector ai of A) do
2. If (ai0 ==−1 and ai1 ==−1) then
3. Take ei as a cycle c, and add c into Fc.
4. While (there is a edge ei in A, with ai0 6=−1 or ai1 6=−1)
5. Construct a cycle c starting with ei, and es ← ei.
6. Select the direction d of es for travelling.
7. While (until es appears again)
8. Find the edge e j adjacent to ei along d, based on ai.
9. Add e j into c.
10. Label ai and a j referring to d.
11. e j ← ei.
12. Add c into Fc.
Figure 5: Pseudo-code for tracing cycles in a plane graph.
c1 : e0 → e1 → e2 → e3 → e0;
c2 : e4 → e5 → e6 → e4.
4.3 Forming Face Loops
In this step, all the cycles within the graph are first sorted into in-
ner ones and outer ones by containment testing and then assigned
directions to form face loops.
Firstly, the containment relationships of cycles are retrieved by
checking all the cycles pairwise for possible nesting. By Property
5, one cycle must be either outside (isolated) or inside (nested) the
other cycle, without any common elements. Therefore, the con-
tainment relationship of two cycles can be determined by proving
that just one point of the nested cycle is inside the nesting cycle.
The ray-casting method [Vosniakos 1998] is used for testing cycle
containment. Frequently, there are several cycles with isolated and
nested relations in a hierarchical manner, which can be revealed by
the data structure shown in Figure 6. For each cycle c, an outer
container O(c) is employed to record the cycles containing c and
an inner container I(c) for the ones nested by c.
i
c ijOi jI
C( )I C ( )O C
Figure 6: Containment relationships of cycles C in a plane graph are
recorded by an inner container I(C) and an outer container O(C).
Then, nested cycles are directed by reference to the plane normal.
The faces on the same plane surface are defined by forming nested
loops in pairs of cycle nesting levels. The procedure for forming
loops of faces is given in Figure 7.
Finally, based on the Mo¨bius rule, all the plane faces are sewed into
the hybrid wire-frame by identifying the orientation consistency of
faces for the B-rep model. A face adjacent to a vertex with mini-
mum x coordinate is used to decide which side is outside. From this,
all other faces are oriented by comparing the direction of traversal
of their edge loops. The sign of a face normal is reversed if adja-
cent face loops traverse adjacent edges in the same direction. Once
the status of one face has been established, the remaining can be
deduced.
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DefineFaces(Fc, I,O,Fp)
/*Fc: set of cycles; I: inner container; O: outer container;
Fp: set of faces.*/
1. For (each cycle ci in Fc) do
2. If (there are even numbers of cycles in O(ci)) then
3. Label ci as a outer loop and add into the list Lo.
4. For(each inner container I j in I, with j 6= i) do
5. For(each cycle ck in I j) do
6. If (ck is the same as ci) then
7. Delete ck from I j. /* no multi-nested loops. */
8. For (each outer loop li in Lo) do
9. Define a face P taking li as the outer loop.
10. Assign the anticlockwise direction for li.
11. For (each cycle c j in the inner container of li) do
12. Add c j in P as a inner loop l j.
13. Assign the clockwise direction for l j.
14. Add P into Fp.
Figure 7: Pseudo-code for defining faces based on nested cycles.
5 Implementation
The implementation of the proposed conversion algorithm was
tested as the last stage of the reconstruction module in the com-
mercial CAD system TiGEMSr 6.0 that is possessed by Tsinghua
Software Information Technology Co. Ltd. The developed program
accepts standard drawing files in DXF format that consist of three
orthographic views. The hybrid wire-frames were generated as in-
termediate models consisting of all the edges and quadric faces,
and the B-rep models of the corresponding 2-manifolds were con-
structed after retrieving and sewing all the planar faces. Six real
mechanical parts are provided, in Figures 8–13, to demonstrate var-
ious cases that can be handled by our method. They were tested
on a personal computer platform with an Intel Pentium D 2.80GHz
CPU and 448MB RAM. Resulting models are rendered in order
to confirm that the proposed algorithm can construct solid models
adequately.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 8: Example 1. (a) The three orthographic views. (b) There
are 67 un-sewed edges in the hybrid wire-frame. (c) There are 13
faces of quadrics and 16 faces of planes in the B-rep model.
Figure 8 shows a mechanical part with a linear array of holes. The
process of converting the hybrid wire-frame (Figure 8(b)) to the
B-rep models (Figure 8(c)) occurred in 5 ms. Figure 9 is an ex-
ample involving multiple adjacency between planes and quadrics.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 9: Example 2. (a) The three orthographic views. (b) The
hybrid wire-frame involves 23 faces of quadrics, as well as 86 un-
sewed edges to be traced. (c) Fourteen planar faces were extracted
to form the B-rep model.
The B-rep model in Figure 9(c) was constructed in 6 ms, by trav-
elling un-sewed edges in the hybrid wire-frame (Figure 9(b)). An
example whose shape varies rapidly is shown in Figure 10. The hy-
brid wire-frame in Figure 10(b) was converted to the B-rep model
(Figure 10(c)) in 9 ms. Figure 11 gives the result of a mechanical
part with complex exterior. Based on the hybrid wire-frame in Fig-
ure 11(b), the processing time for the model conversion is about 12
ms, which results in the B-rep model in Figure 11(c). In Figure 12,
almost all the outer surfaces of the mechanical part are planes. Fig-
ure 12(b) is the hybrid wire-frame to be converted, and Figure 12(c)
is the final B-rep model constructed in 12 ms. The mechanical part
provided in Figure 13 possesses the complex topology of faces that
arise from several blends. The B-rep model (Figure 13(c)) was re-
constructed by tracing all planar surfaces in the hybrid wire-frame
(Figure 13(b)). The processing time is about 20 ms.
Table 1 summaries the experimental results applied to these exam-
ples. For the hybrid wire-frames, the un-sewed edges of D(e) = 0
and D(e) = 1 are counted respectively. In addition, beside all the
edges in the B-rep model, the quadric faces and planar faces are
also separately taken count. Finally, the CPU times are provided
for converting the hybrid wire-frames to the B-rep models. Based
on the examples, the following observations can be made about the
conversion method.
• All the examples were successively constructed in less than
0.1 second of CPU time. The running time for sewing a B-
rep model is proportional to the number of un-sewed edges
in a hybrid wire-frame but independent of the number of pla-
nar faces to be traced. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is
efficient enough to on-line serve B-rep models from hybrid
wire-frames for the reconstruction of objects with moderate
structure complexity.
• The examples exhibit a great diversity of face topologies in
the B-rep models. Based on the same number of un-sewed
edges in a hybrid wire-frame, the less planar faces extracted,
the higher the complexity of face topologies formed in a B-
rep model. Therefore, the presented algorithm can applicable
to common mechanical parts, whose shapes are expressed by
various face topologies.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 10: Example 3. (a) The three orthographic views. (b) The
hybrid wire-frame contains 133 un-sewed edges. (c) There are 19
quadric faces and 21 planar faces in the B-rep model.
Table 1: Performance evalution of examples
Example N(E0) N(E1) N(E) N(Q) N(P) Time∗
Figure 8 38 29 81 13 16 5
Figure 9 20 66 99 23 14 6
Figure 10 61 72 135 19 31 9
Figure 11 64 84 165 29 28 12
Figure 12 71 84 171 29 47 12
Figure 13 100 148 290 58 57 20
N(X): number of elements in set X .
∗: CPU time in ms on a personal computer platform with an Intel Pentium D 2.80GHz
CPU and 448MB RAM.
6 Conclusion
An approach is proposed to convert hybrid wire-frame models to
B-rep models, after constructing quadric surfaces from three ortho-
graphic views by the hint-based feature recognition as described
in [Gong et al. 2006b]. The algorithm employs a graph-based
technique to recover the geometry and topology of planar surfaces
from the hybrid wire-frame, and therefore the B-rep model of a 2-
manifold object is completed based on the Mo¨bius rule. By the
algorithm, B-rep models can be on-line served from hybrid wire-
frames for the solid reconstruction. Furthermore, the algorithm can
accommodate to mechanical parts with various topologies of faces.
The implementation of the algorithm was verified using a number
of sample parts, and several illustrative examples are provided to
demonstrate the variety of cases that can be efficiently handled.
The proposed algorithm is based on perfect hybrid wire-frame mod-
els. However, sometimes it is difficult to ensure that the drawing is
accurate and consistent, which may induce ghost elements in the
hybrid wire-frames. Therefore, techniques for reconstructing 3D
objects from real drawings are necessary to take imperfections into
account.
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 11: Example 4. (a) The three orthographic views. (b) There
are 148 un-sewed edges involved in the hybrid wire-frame. (c) The
completed B-rep model consists of 67 faces, where are 29 quadrics
and 38 planes.
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